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ABSTRACT

Wordnets are traditionally built around synonym sets with the vertical hyponymy relations as the central structuring principle. The hyponymy relation, however, does not necessarily group concepts into synsets that are particularly close from a thematic or functional point of view, a phenomenon which is sometimes referred to as the “ISA overload”, or if contemplated from a thematic viewpoint: the “tennis problem”. In this paper we present two experiments. The first one concerns a method for remedying these problems by transferring thematic information from a thesaurus to a wordnet (Danish Thesaurus to DanNet). Hereby we can automatically subdivide co-hyponyms thematically as well as relate synsets thematically across parts of speech. Since the thesaurus is not yet fully completed, the paper describes work in progress; nevertheless, with an error rate below 5% of the most coarse-grained transferred themes, the experiment appears to be very promising. Finally, the second experiment concerns extension of DanNet via the Danish Thesaurus: The thematic organisation of the thesaurus in near synonyms is further applied as a very precise method for automatically extending the lexical coverage of DanNet.

1 Wordnets, ISA overload and the “tennis problem”

Wordnets (Fellbaum 1998; Vossen 1998) are traditionally built around synonym sets with the vertical hyponymy relations as the central structuring principle. This paradigmatic structure is further supplemented by a set of horizontal relations such as antonymy and meronymy. Applying the hyponymy relation as the skeleton for word taxonomies is indeed very convenient, in particular in relation to computational applications since it first of all facilitates the strong inference mechanism of inheritance. However, wordnets as they generally stand appear to lack crucial relations among concepts if they are to be used efficiently as knowledge bases for language technology applications. These include in particular applications requiring some level of “deep” understanding such as information retrieval, question answering, text navigation and text mining.

So, even if hyponymy may include some very basic aspects of the way we organize and conceive concepts in our mental lexicon, and even if this structuring principle is convenient for computers because of its inheritance properties, it is far from sufficient to account for the central relatedness between concepts. First of all, hyponymy does not necessarily results into groups of concepts that are particularly close from a thematic or functional point of view, a phenomenon which is sometimes referred to as the “tennis problem” (cf. Fellbaum 1998, Sampson 2000), pertaining the fact that wordnets traditionally do not account for the relatedness of concepts such as tennis, ball, racquet and net.

Seen from the taxonomical perspective, this lack of expressivity relates to the so-called ISA overload, i.e. the situation where sets of unequal hyponyms are grouped as simple sister terms under the same superordinate, cf. among others Guarino (1998), Guarino & Welty (2002), Huang et al. (2008). To illustrate the problem, consider in the Danish wordnet, DanNet (cf. Pedersen et al. 2009), the hyponyms for concepts like stang (‘bar’, ‘stick’) and maske (‘mask’). Stang subsumes heterogeneous sets of hyponyms like candy bars, slate pencils, candles, and rods on mens’ bicicles, where maske refers to hyponyms like a mask for dressing up for a carnival, diving masks, smoke masks and facial treatments. Thus, the hyponyms subsumed by these synsets may share some very general dimension of form or functionality (i.e. covering the face), but they belong to all sorts of domains and would, in a thesaurus, basically be categorized in a completely different way. Some belong to the food domain, some to entertainment, and others to different professions. In some cases an additional hypernym which clearly refers to the domain is given to these concepts; indicating for instance that a candy bar is also a kind of candy which is again a kind of food, but this is not always possible unless you want to introduce artificial concepts.

In this paper we present two experiments of automatic information transfer from a thesaurus to DanNet: one concerned with thematic information transfer in order to remedy the problem sketched out above (Section 3.1 and 3.2) and one experiment concerned with an extension of the number of synsets on the basis of near synonyms encoded in the thesaurus (Section 3.3).

2 Related work

The suitability of wordnets in intelligent language technology applications has been examined with shifting intensity during the last two decades. In the nineties the Text Retrieval Conferences (TREC) gave rise to a series of thorough testing of Princeton WordNet (PWN) in information retrieval (Voerhees 1993, Voerhees 1994, Voerhees & Harman 1997, Mandala et al. 1998; Gonzalo et al. 1998) without, however, showing radical improvement of system performance. In
2007 the EU project KYOTO (Knowledge-Yielding Ontologies for Transition-Based Organization) was launched as an ambitious, multilingual testing of the wordnet framework meant for mining, structuring and distributing knowledge across languages (Vossen et al. 2008). The project signalled a renewed interest in the use of wordnets for advanced language technology applications such as text mining, question answering, and text retrieval.

The idea of extending standard wordnets with supplementary relations is well-known, see for instance Fellbaum & Miller (2006) for psycholinguistic experiments on associative relations or Veale & Hao’s work on folk knowledge in wordnets (2008). The same goes for employing semi-automatic expansion methods from other resources. For instance, in languages with rich productive morphological derivation (such as the Slavic languages), several experiments have been performed in order to semi-automatically capture such morphological relatedness across word classes, as seen in the Czech Wordnet (Pala & Hlaváčková 2007), the Polish WordNet (Piasecki et al. 2010) but also in the Turkish WordNet (Bilgin et al. 2004). Further, the Polish WordNet 2.0 has been enriched with information about verb sub-categorization and semantic classification of aspectual verb pairs. Likewise, innovations in the Hungarian WordNet (Kuti et al. 2008) comprise both language independent and language dependent expansions to the wordnet for verbs and adjectives, and in the Portuguese WordNet (Amaro et al. 2010) an explicit description of argument and event structure is given.

Other wordnets increase their number of relations by inheriting them from the wordnets they link to. The Arabic WordNet Project (Black et al. 2006) which uses the base concept sets of BalkaNet and EuroWordNet as the starting point, obtained a number of semantic relations expressed in SUMO for the English synsets simply by transferring the links from Princeton WordNet to Arabic WordNet.

Similar to the domain-related methods that we are proposing here, are Montoyo et al. (2001) who describe a method to enrich PWN with domain information, arguing that such information provides a natural way to establish semantic relations among synsets. On this approach, wordnet senses are automatically identified in files containing arranged information within a classification system, and the domain information from the file is assigned to the synset in PWN. In addition, earlier work by Navigli and Velardi focuses on relations for domain concepts in the framework of OntoLearn (Navigli & Velardi 2002; Navigli et al. 2004). In SentiWordNet, PrincetonWordNet is semi-automatically extended with sentiment information expressed as polarity values (Baccianella et al. 2010). Further, Veale & Moueddeb (2010) exploit lexical distribution patterns in corpora and semantic similarity scores extracted from WordNet in order to gain more semantic knowledge.

Finally should be mentioned three approaches for extending wordnets on the basis of encyclopedic information. Ruiz-Casado et al. (2005) enrich PWN with encyclopedic definitions from a (rather small) online encyclopedia. In Veale (2006) and Veale & Butnariu (2010) an automated system to extend the number of synsets in PWN is described, building on the extraction and morphological analysis of new words in Wikipedia texts as well as on semantic knowledge from the same text. Finally, Navigli & Ponzetto (2010) describe a similar approach to produce a large, wide-coverage multilingual semantic network. In BabelNet, concepts and relations are automatically extracted from PWN and Wikipedia. The approach involves automatic mapping of Wikipedia pages to PWN synsets after a disambiguation process of candidates from both knowledge sources.
3 Transferring information from a Danish thesaurus to the Danish wordnet, DanNet

3.1 Transferring thematic information from three different levels

Since both thesauri and wordnets arrange concept data in a logical relationship, these resources resemble similar semantic properties to a considerable extent. However, they also differ in several ways. Where wordnets use the hyponymy hierarchy as the primary organizing principle as we have seen, often with an ontology-based division of the world at the uppermost level, thesauri tend to operate with less abstract main categories and a larger number of basic thematic units that go across hyponymies and across parts of speech. In other words, where wordnets are basically ordered vertically, thesauri are rather ordered horizontally – or by themes.

In the present experiment, performed by the Society for Danish Language and Literature (developer of DT and co-developer of DanNet) and the University of Copenhagen (co-developer of DanNet) in collaboration, we exploit the fact that a new Danish thesaurus (DT), which is being compiled at the moment (2009-2013) at DSL, shares common sense IDs with DanNet. Actually, both resources are derived from a third resource, Den Danske Ordbog, a medium-sized contemporary monolingual dictionary of Danish (Hjorth & Kristensen 2005). According to the plan, DT will when it is completed by the end of 2013, contain more than 100,000 word senses compared to DanNet’s only 65,000 synsets. The senses are grouped according to a set of different types of relations, and formalized information on the group is annotated in a header. Figure 1 below exemplifies the structure of DT with thematic chapters, sections, subsections and clusters.

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, a well-known problem in the context of hyponymy is the ISA overload where heterogeneous groups of hyponyms are grouped as sisters under the same hypernym. To further illustrate this, person (‘person’) has more than 6,000 hyponyms in DanNet comprising both persons with inherent characteristics, as well as persons with persistent or temporary roles (Pedersen & Braasch 2009, we avoid artificial hypernyms (in contrast to e.g. PWN which operates with artificial nodes such as ‘evil person’ etc.). DT also groups a big part of the senses according to a common hyperonym, as the example of utility plants seen in Figure 1. But opposite DanNet, the thesaurus also allows for a flexible placement of concepts in different groups irrespective of whether a common, precise hypernym can be identified or not. In this way, thematic grouping can be provided into e.g. reference to persons having some particular feelings, persons involved in travelling, persons involved in music etc. The domain information in DT is therefore likely to be far more relevant when it comes to a subdivision of the cases of high number of co-hyponyms in DanNet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter [section [subsection HEADER [word, cluster[word, word..], cluster[..], word ..] subsection.. ] ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapter2 Life [section 02.02 Plants [subsection1 HEADER: has_hyperonym nytteplante_1 (‘utility plant’), concerns spise_1 (‘eat’) [cluster1 [grøntsag_1 (‘vegetable’), blomkål_1 (‘cauliflower’), broccoli_1 (‘broccoli’) cluster2 [kål_1 (‘cabbage’), grønkål_1 (‘collard’)..] cluster3 [kornsort_1 (‘cereal’), rug_1 (‘rye’)..]] [subsection2..]]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Structure of DT exemplified by the chapter 2, Life, the section 02.02 Plants, the subsection of utility plants and clusters of different types of cabbage, cereals etc. (in progress).
The completed thesaurus will consist of 22 chapters divided into approx. 970 sections containing a total of more than 6,000 subsections which contain headers with different types of semantic features. We have carried out the transfer experiment when 1/3 of the thesaurus was completed, using information regarding 2,178 finished subsections (thematic level 3), their corresponding section (thematic level 2) and the chapter to which the section belongs (thematic level 1). Also information on the most detailed semantic level 4, the clusters in DT which typically group near synonyms or synonyms was transferred; we will return to the use of this data in 3.3.

Since each "synonym" (i.e. lexical representation) in a DanNet synset share the unique id with the relevant sense or senses in DT, the transfer was carried out by assigning the level numbers to the synsets, cf. Figure 2.

![Diagram](image)

**Figur 2:** The transfer of thematic and semantic information on synset members from DT to their corresponding synset in DanNet.

Four different level numbers (corresponding to chapter, section, subsection and cluster) were assigned the synsets in order to be able to experiment with the data in different ways. Only one member of a synset had to be represented in DT in order for the number values to be assigned to the whole synset. In case of conflicting values the level numbers for that synset were discarded. The transfer resulted in thematic assignment of level numbers to 17,816 synsets.

In the case of large groups of co-hyponyms in DanNet, we assume intuitively that the section level with its 970 divisions (corresponding to 'beo_section value 0205' in Figure 2) is quite informative when it comes to a subdivision. As an example, the completed third of DT contains 15 subsections with co-hyponyms of stang (bar, pole) distributed among 15 different sections. Pløk (‘plug’, ‘peg’) and telstang (‘tent pole’) appear in the same section as the only ones and are thereby both grouped together and sorted out from the other 13 hyponyms.
In cases where a number of co-hyponyms belong to the same section but to different subsections, the subsection domain numbers (e.g. the beo subsection value 020501 in Figure 2) are the ones that reduce the ISA overload. For example, words denoting ‘persons who dislike something or somebody’ constitute only one of the two ‘person’ subsections in the same section (‘Dislike’) (the other one grouping different words for persons to be disliked). In such cases, the section domain information transferred from DT is not enough to delimit the relevant words in DanNet. A similar example is seen in Figure 3 for food words from the section ‘Food and Dishes’ in DT.

Figure 3: Hyponyms of food divided in three semantic groups in DT according to different meaning aspects such as 1) ‘concerns’: main ingredient: fish dish [pasta dish, spaghetti dish] rice dish, vegetable dish [meat dish, dish of minced meat, venison dish, chicken dish] potato dish, egg dish, 2) ‘concerns’: consistency and quantity: cream, goo [puree, mash, mousse] [blob, sprinkling], [drop/spot, splash] [sip, mouthful, swallow, gulp, bite, morsel] [slice/cut, hunk, chunk, lump, section] lump of meat, hunk of bread, [sprinkling of (chopped) parsley, sprinkling of chives, sprinkling of sugar] knob/nut of butter, blob of whipped cream [section of a lemon, section of an apple] [serving, ration, bowl, bowlful, plate, plateful], and 3) ‘concerns’: time [breakfast, lunch dish, dinner meal, midnight snack] [summer dish, Christmas meal, Easter meal]. Bold words in DT function as keywords.

In all three subsections the hypernym is food, but the subsection information distinguishes between three semantic dimensions of food 1) the major ingredient, 2) the consistency or quantity and 3) the time when it is eaten.

Within the field of terminology a similar method to distinguish between co-hyponyms via semantic dimensions has been introduced (Madsen & Thomsen 2009; Madsen et al. 2004), but contrary to this method, the unique semantic criteria which connects the words of a certain group (e.g. concerns konsistens (consistency) in Figure 3) is not always made explicit in DT.

Furthermore, some subsection divisions are established in DT from purely thematic reasons (and marked as such in the header) when precise semantic relations, such as for example a common hypernym, are impossible to assign to the group. Actually, 12% of the subsections in DT consists of words grouped together just for thematic reasons. E.g. in the section 1.2 Himmellegemer (‘heavenly bodies’) all words concerning the sun (korona (‘corona’), solvind (‘solar wind’), solbane (‘path of the sun’) etc.) are grouped together in one subsection of this type and simply assigned the relation concerns sol (‘sun’) in the header. Likewise, words concerning golf (golfklub (‘golf club’), golfbane (‘golf course’), par (par) etc.) are grouped together in the
same type of subsection and assigned concerns golf (‘golf’) in the header. Along the same line, Figure 4 shows examples of boxing terms from different part of speech in the same subsection.

**Figure 4**: Boxing words in DT, such as ‘boxing’, professional boxing’ ‘amateur boxing’, ‘take the count’, ‘ring’ etc.

The transferred data on subsection number for the words in these groups to their corresponding synsets in DanNet may constitute suitable answers to the tennis problem. However, in some cases it is probably more convenient to apply the more coarse-grained thematic groupings (section and chapter). To illustrate the classical group of concepts mentioned above, tennis, raquet, net, and ball, these belong to different subsections of ‘Raquet sports’ (badminton, tennis and squash) and are only related via the more broad section division.

To conclude, there is no doubt of the fact that the relevant information is indeed present in DT, but it should be investigated further and at a larger scale which detail of thematic information proves to be most appropriate to the majority of the cases.

### 3.2 Assessment of the coarse-grained divisions

At the current stage of work in progress, only the coarse-grained thematic groupings at chapter level have been systematically assessed. Two percent of these assignments were manually judged in order to see to which extent the subdivision of co-hyponyms on the basis of this raw material made sense. The result was that 4.6% of the assigned themes were not considered fully intuitive. Among these, several, however, made sense when considering DT in more detail. For instance, all wooden materials were assigned the theme “Equipments, technology”, simply because they were described as materials for producing furniture and buildings.

The transferred data on subsection number for the words in these groups to their corresponding synsets in DanNet may constitute suitable answers to the tennis problem.

All in all, the experiment showed a considerable enrichment of the data in spite of its coarse-grainedness. In Figure 5 is shown how some of the many direct hyponyms in DanNet of the synset {egenskab_1, beskaffenhed_1} (‘property’) are sorted in intuitively meaningful groups based on chapter information in DT. In Nimb & Pedersen (2012) we discuss in detail how information on properties in DT are transferred and used in the form of a new semantic relation in DanNet.
Figure 5: Hyponyms of the synset {egenskab} (‘property’) in DanNet, above presented without DT values, below sorted out in thematic groups based on the assigned DT chapter values.

Also Figure 6 shows some of the thematic groupings of co-hyponyms that appeared after the coarse-grained assignment based on chapter values in DT, in this case under persons, masks and bars.
**Figure 6**: Three examples of automatic thematic groupings of synsets in DanNet with identical hyponyms (persons, masks and sticks), based on transferred chapter values from DT.

From the opposite perspective, Figure 7 exemplifies how the coarse-grained chapter level information now relates concepts that otherwise are unrelated in DanNet like instruments used for cooking, containers for containing food, food itself, properties of food, eating and cooking events as well as persons involved in eating.
Based on the most fine-grained thematic level in DT, where we find clusters of near synonyms, we have further experimented with the automatic compilation of new synsets in DanNet. A well-known corpus-based method for extending the coverage of a lexical-semantic resource is to examine syntactic patterns such as enumerative noun phrases and look for unknown words in the phrases. In such investigations, the semantics of new words is guessed upon with some accuracy based on the information from the already known words in the phrase (see for instance Kokkinakis et al. 2000). Our approach is conceptually similar to this method; however, we base our compilation not on enumerations in a corpus, but on the more precise near synonyms given in DT. If a new word is listed in a cluster in DT where at least two DanNet synsets are already represented, then we consider the new word to be of the same synset type (i.e. with same ontological type and the same hyperonym) given that the two known synsets have identical hypernyms and identical ontological types.

The current experiment results in 440 new synsets, an excerpt of which can be seen in Figure 8. An assessment of 10% of these indicates that the method is indeed very precise since all the evaluated synsets were assigned a correct hypernym as well as a correct ontological type. All in all we estimate that we can automatically generate 1,500 new synsets using this method on the completed DT data. In future, however, we plan to investigate further whether we can extend the DanNet coverage also on the basis of less precise data in DT. Approx. half of the subsections in DT consist of co-hyponyms, and we consider this encoding to be of significant value for automatically generating new synsets. In accordance with the experiment described above, information on existing synsets in the same subsections will be considered. Since DT already contains more than 20,000 concepts not represented in DanNet, the amount of potentially easy-accessible material for extending DanNet is considerable.
**Figure 8:** Examples of new synsets in DanNet based on near synonyms in DT

### Table: Near synonyms and New synset(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Near synonyms</th>
<th>New synset(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>espresso_1</td>
<td>caffé latte_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>café au lait_1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cappuccino_1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es_1_1(ace)</td>
<td>syver_1(seven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toer_3(two/deuce)</td>
<td>otter_2(eight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treer_2(three)</td>
<td>nier_1(nine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firer_3(four)</td>
<td>tier_2(ten)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>femmer_2(five)</td>
<td>joker_1(joker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sekser_1(six)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaloux_1(jealous)</td>
<td>besidenisk_1(possessive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sknsyg_1(jealous)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syg_1_1(compulsive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuffert_1(suitcase)</td>
<td>liederkuffert_1(leather suitcase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rejsetaske_1(travel bag)</td>
<td>håndkuffert_1(gripsack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rygsæk_1(backpacker)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Conclusions

It is not an easy task to define which semantic relations are the crucial ones for automated, intelligent information handling. Each application can be seen as having its own very particular requirements regarding relevant cognitive associations. Put to the extreme, there seems to be infinite dimensions of meaning similarity and infinite ways in which concepts can relate to each other and it is unattainable to provide a full lexical semantic network which contains all relations of potential relevance.

Nevertheless, in this paper we have argued that classical hyponymy is often underspecified with regard to some very central meaning dimensions such as thematic context and particular use. Also, we have seen that many wordnets, including DanNet, lack important relations across part of speech. Classical thesauri have obvious resemblances with wordnets, but they differ with respect to the criteria used to carve up the conceptual world. For example, as we have shown, thematic relations are in fact well-represented in these resources.

Because of the close connection between the two resources DT and DanNet, both based on the original dictionary, DDO, and both maintaining the same sense IDs, transfer from one to the other is in fact technically feasible and profitable as our experiments have indicated. The fact that all word clusters in DT are XML tagged with one or more semantic relation types makes transfer directly practicable, especially in the cases where the relations are not currently present in DanNet. In contrast, supplementary, more functionally oriented hyponymy relations based on the DT have to be introduced semi-automatically to prevent clashes with the existing taxonomies.

Our experiment has shown that DanNet can be extended profitably by adding the different thematic levels given in DT in order to be able to distinguish between high numbers of co-hyponyms and thematically to relate concepts across the hierarchy. Further, the demonstrated method of adding new synsets to DanNet on the basis of near synonyms in DT has shown the potential for further research in this area.
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